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THE INVENTION OF KUTA
The writing and the history
of the handwritten book
THE BOOK
It’s about a trip to discover the writing course,
since its first signs to the invention of printed
letters.
Eight amazing short stories by Roberto Piumini
introduce the eight “historical chapters” you can
find inside the book.
It’s a really smart way to take the reader to
discover one of the most remarkable historical
inventions: the writing.
The writing history is here testified by a lot of
illustrations and pictures of important findings,
you can look at inside this book.
The subjects are dealt not only with the narrative
style, but also with an historical scientific section
inviting the reader to go into each issue
thoroughly.

Narrative text by Roberto Piumini
Scientific text by Adriana Paolini

THE AUTHORS
Roberto Piumini is an internationally
well-known author of several children novels,
fairies, screenplays, songs.
Adriana Paolini lives and works as a teacher
of Latin palaeography at the University of Trento
(ITALY). Besides, she holds
handwriting courses and
THIS BOOK IS ALSO
workshops by all levels
RECOMMENDED TO
schools.
LIBRARIES AND SCHOOLS

Coming out: october 2009
pages : 72
Format: 17x29 cm
Age: 8-12
€ 14,90

A GREAT AUTHOR
TELLS A GREAT INVENTION:
WRITING
Flying tales series
It's a collection of stories aimed to let
children fly on imagination's wings over
cultural boundaries.
Children will be so travelling among tales,
myths or legends, finding out new ways of
learing and living distant cultures' habits.
Other titles in the series:
A world of different tales
A collection of fairy tales coming from
distant countries
A world of mythical adventures
A collection of illustrated myths and legends
A world of fabolous tales
A collection of illustrated classical tales
Filippo and the others
Bed time stories
Long-legs tales
Illustrated tales from far away-countries
A dave to the heart
Memories from a farm
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